Post & Go Mail by Rail to go on sale at The Postal Museum
LONDON, 8 December 2016 – The Postal Museum is pleased to announce that from
Wednesday 15 February 2017 it will be selling the Royal Mail Heritage: Mail by Rail Post &
Go set with The Postal Museum overprint. The set of 6 stamps will be available on 1st class
only.
The stamps can be purchased from the A001 Post & Go machine located at Freeling House,
The Postal Museum’s present offices. They will be available from 10.00-17.00 on the first
day of issue and from 09.00-17.00 Monday to Friday after that. Please note that the Search
Room is currently closed and only the foyer will be accessible.
The current Hibernating Animals Post & Go set on 1st and 2nd class stamps will finish on
Friday 30 December 2016.
In addition to Mail by Rail, The Postal Museum will continue to offer the Union Flag, Mail
Coach and 1st and 2nd class Machin stamps. Mail by Rail presentation packs, first day covers
and a postcard set will be available to pre-order online from 1 February.
Sign up to The Postal Museum’s Post & Go Bulletin for alerts –
shop.postalmuseum.org/pages/bulletin
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NOTES TO EDITORS
•

The Postal Museum is London’s newest heritage attraction. Opening in Clerkenwell, central London in
spring 2017, it reveals the surprising and curious history of Britain’s earliest social network; the post.
Through interactive exhibition galleries, visitors will be taken on a journey through five centuries of
innovation and ingenuity that changed the way we communicate forever, and paved the way for the
instant, digital communications of today. Across the road, Mail Rail at The Postal Museum will offer
an immersive subterranean ride through the century old tunnels of the hidden Post Office
Underground Railway. Revealed for the first time since it shut its doors, it played a vital, hidden role in
keeping us all in touch, transporting millions of letters and parcels across a congested capital. Find out
more about this ambitious plan by visiting The Postal Museum’s website www.postalmuseum.org.

